See Also

0 To 9 (Lost Literature) Paperback – October 15, 2006
by Vito Acconci (Editor), Bomadote Mayor (Editor), Sol Lewitt (Contributor), Adrian Piper (Contributor)

by Johan Kugelberg (Editor), Wallace Berman (Artist)

Artists' Magazines: An Alternative Space for Art [Hardcover]
Gwen Allen (Author)

Great Bear (The Great Pamphlet Series) [Paperback]
Dolc. Haisins (Editor), Alison Knowles (Introduction), Hannah Haisins (Introduction), John Cesta (Contributor)

by Uwo Koch (Editor), Roberto Cht (Editor), Alan Katz (Artist), Martin Kippenberger (Artist)

The Sinking Bear Paperback – January 1, 2013
by Johan Kugelberg (Compiler), Phil Aarons (Compiler), Adam Davis (Compiler), Soren Agenous (Editor), Ray Johnson (Editor)

Echafaudage histoire
Erica Van Horn 2012

The A. Goldsworthy Productions
By Simon Cutha
Tipperary: Coracle, 2012

The Books
(click on a book title to see more info and sample pages)
#1: I Thought You Knew, Poems and Drawings by Mark Hurwitz
#2: Bridge to Island Calm, Poems and Drawings by Martha Bicker
#3: The Heart’s Flight Season, Poems by Jack Clin, Drawings by Jo Jackson
#4: From Rolling Rock, Out, Poems by Owen Hill, Drawings by Frank Haines
#6: Night Sky Without Airplanes, A Diary by Dan Dinkle with Drawings by Carole Hansen
#7: Stendhal, by M. Peon
#8: Next to Nothing, an The Phone Never Rings, Poems by Kevin Quigley with Drawings by Wil Yackulic
#9: Eggplant & Peonyfish Colada, Writings and Drawings by Lisa Benedetto and Will Yackulic
#10: 2 D Hanning, Chapter from a New Novel by Richard Hall
#11: In the Spirit of Truth, Letters by Kenneth Cleaver
#12: Landscape, Drawings with an Introduction by Lucas Michael
#13: Vacancy, Poems and Drawings by Noel Black
#14: In the Spirit of Truth, Letters by Kenneth Cleaver
#15: Thank You Letters, Poems by Cedar Sigo with Art Found by Noel Black
#16: There’s No, Poems by Ed Berrigan with Drawings by Jonathan Allen
#17: Two Serious Gentlemen, Two Short Essays by Rod Padgett
#18: My Register, Poems by Beth Muny with Drawings by Corina Bilinarz
#19: Art Candles for Jon, Poems by Brynn Colby with Drawings by Jodi Taylor
#20: Y-generation, Poems by Chris Martin with Artwork by Larry Halter
#21: The Other Thing, Poems and Drawings by Devendra Banhart
#22: The Influence, Chapter from a Novel in Progress by Eileen Myers.
#23: Morning Arm, Poems by Mary DeNardo with Drawings by Lena Wolf
#24: I Work for Mr. Living, Poems by John Huston with Artwork by Zoe Anderson
#25: Total Poem, Poems and Drawings by Thurston Moore
#26: Where We Found You, Poems by Mike Topp with Drawings by Noel Black

by Ira Wool (Author), Mortiz King (Editor), Peter Downsborough (Artist)

Led Astray By Language
By Richard Deming, Nancy Kohl, Erica Van Horn, Simon Cutha
Tipperary: Coracle Press, 2006

In Numbers: Serial Publications by Artists Since 1955 Hardcover – March 1, 2010
by JoeBlog (Author), Jelle Rasmussen (Author), Jette Helf (Editor), Phil Jones (Editor)

Peter Downsborough: The Books, 1966-2010

The Gorgeous Nothings: Emily Dickinson's Envelope Poems [Hardcover]
Emily Dickinson (Author), Jane Burns (Editor), Martha Werner (Editor), Susan Howe (Preface)

One By Two
By Al Souza, Jerry Keams
Northampton: Sweet Betts's Press, 1973

Stoppage
By Erica Van Horn
Tipperary: Coracle Press, 2006
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